
THE ISSUE OF RIGHTS OWNERS launching
their own channels has received its fair share of
headlines in recent months. Industry insiders
believe that plans to launch a US Olympic
Committee (USOC) television channel did
not do Chicago's hapless 2016 Olympic bid
any favours. The USOC's plans are now on
hold due to International Olympic Committee
concerns over use of the Olympic rings, the
Olympic name, and the impact on the value of
US broadcast rights. However the story hasn't
put the French Olympic Committee (CNOSF)
off from pursuing similar plans for a television
channel of its own.

The English Premier League is consulting
broadcast partners to gauge the demand for
a channel it would produce itself, then beam
around the world.

North of the EPL's borders, Scottish Premier
League (SPL) clubs Celtic and Rangers allegedly
held secret talks before the start of the current
football season to discuss launching their own
television channel and bidding for the rights
for Scottish football. The 'Old Firm' had been
dismayed by a cut-price television deal offered
to the SPL by Sky and ESPN in the wake of the
collapse of Setanta Sports' UK arm.

The list of sports brands with successful
'traditional' television channels is certainly
impressive and includes European football
powerhouses Chelsea, Manchester United,
Liverpool and Juventus as well as US league
giants the NBA, NFL, MLB and NHL. These
properties take care to still offer plenty of
live telecasting opportunities to their partner
networks. Other rights-owners such as the ATP/
WTA, with Perform-operated Tennis TV, have

gone down the broadband channel route. So
with an increasing number of sports properties
being tempted by the potential spoils of going it
alone, are sports broadcasters worried that their
own lucrative sports-specific channels are going
to suffer?

Zeljko Karajica, managing director of
sports channel DSF in Germany is not overly
concerned, but he believes ultimately that there
may be a shift in power between broadcasters
and sports properties. "It is hard to say how this
will play out however," he says. "It will mainly
depend on the flexibility of the broadcasters,
to what extent they will cooperate with rights-
owners and how successful they are at reaching
their target groups."

Cooperation with rights owners is certainly
high on the agenda of Turner Sports in the US,
which offers sports programming on both its
TNT and TBS channels, but also works with high
profile sports properties such as the NBA, PGA
TOUR and NASCAR, helping them produce
content for their online channels.

For example, in September 2009 the
'NASCAR on SPEED' broadband channel was
launched on Turner Sports-managed NASCAR.
COM, in a joint venture with television channel
SPEED. The new broadband channel gives fans
access to premium video content including event
coverage and shoulder programming - pre- and
post-race programming - from SPEED.

"Where Turner sits is that we see television
and broadband channels as being completely
complementary to each other," says Matthew
Hong, vice president and general manager
of sports digital for Turner Sports. "We don't
see working with rights owners in this way



and helping them grow their own channels as
competitive to our own business whatsoever and
indeed we embrace working with rights owners
as closely as possible."

"Working hand-in-hand with Turner Sports
enables us to enhance our relationships with our
fans through reaching them in whatever way
they want to be reached," adds Danny Meiseles,
the NBA's senior vice president and executive
producer of production, programming and
broadcasting, speaking from the rights-owner's
side of the fence. "Broadcasters should not feel
threatened by a sport launching its own channel
because it is a huge opportunity for broadcasters
and sports to work together and cross-promote
each other's brands."

NBA TV debuted 10 years ago and now
reaches between 35:01 and 4om US homes, up
from 14111 at launch, thanks partly to 2009 deals
with Comcast and DirecTV aimed at reaching a
wider viewership. "The channel is now managed
by Turner out of Atlanta, allowing them to
concentrate on what they do best - award-winning
production using an established infrastructure -
and therefore allowing us in turn to concentrate
on what we do best - which is getting close to our
players and producing content that really appeals
to our fans," Meiseles says.

Of course, launching and then subsequently
running a television channel is not for the
parsimonious - even without a global recession
to ride out - with costs running into the millions
of dollars. Do the perceived benefits outweigh
the heady investments?

Casimir Knight, managing director of Chelsea
Digital Media - part of English Premier League
club Chelsea FC - certainly thinks so. "Running
Chelsea TV has been worthwhile for us, because
not only has it been a profitable business
venture, but it gives us a platform for which to
produce audio-visual content for the benefit of
the club and the fans.

And we can use that content not only on
television but also on other platforms such as
our award-winning www.chelseafc.com site."
Chelsea TV recently pushed the traditional
model envelope further by buying exclusive
rights for an England Under-21 match.

Steve Plasto, CEO of ATP Media, the
television and digital broadcast arm of the
ATP, echoes the benefits of Chelsea FC's
production efficiencies. "We produce a feed
for our broadcasters that can be used either by
our television partners or on our Tennis TV
broadband channel which means our production
is about as cost effective as it can get."

Running a standalone broadband sports
channel can be up to 10 times cheaper
than a 'traditional' channel, although of
course it depends on the level and quality
of programming. Or as Ciaran Quinn,
Deltatre Media's director of strategic business
development, puts it: "Asking how much it costs
to make a good online offering these days is a bit
like asking how long is a piece of string."

Quinn believes that if a rights owner has

distribution holes - geographical regions where its
sport is not available on any media platform - then
it should fill those holes in the least expensive way
possible. "Online is probably the way to do it - as
the IOC did for the Beijing Games. It didn't cost a
fortune and proved that there was indeed demand.
Knowledge is power...and knowing the demand for
your sport in untapped regions gives you power to
negotiate better."

Plasto warns that although launching a
broadband channel in partnership with a
broadcaster can be a great addition to the
portfolios of most properties it is not necessarily
a goldmine. "Few properties are making a lot
of money out of their broadband channels - it is
often more about growing a brand and reaching
a younger fanbase," he explains. Broadcasters are
also offering content across platforms to appease
the growing desire of fans for what Hong from
Turner Sports describes as "ubiquity".

DSF's Karajica says: "A conventional sports
TV channel such as DSF has had to adjust
in order to reach our relevant target groups.
A combination of all possible channels of
distribution is the best way to do this."

But could the likes of DSF, ESPN, Sky Sports
and SuperSport really become channels for
secondary sports, with the more popular properties
becoming the key brands on TV and online and
effectively biting the hands that feed them?

"Not in my opinion," says Quinn from
Deltatre Media. "Those premium channels
have critical mass. For them to lose market
share would take some doing. But if they don't
complement their mass-delivery via TV with
micro-delivery via other channels of distribution,
then fans will start looking elsewhere."

An industry insider who did not wish to be
named agrees with Quinn. "Let's face it, if some
sports decided to go it alone, then the particular
channels that rely on them would be in a lot of
trouble. However, in general, most sports know
which side their bread is buttered, so I really can't
see it ever being a major problem. Why would
certain sports forfeit billions of dollars in favour
of bearing costs themselves in an area where
they lack expertise? Let's not forget that rights
owners can benefit a lot from the experience of
broadcasters. However, that said, broadcasters
also need to pay more attention to how rights
owners want to engage with their fans."

The last word goes to Marshall Zelaznik,
president of the UK division of the Ultimate
Fighting Championship (UFC), who provides
hope for all believers in the established
broadcasting order.

"There may come a time when we do launch
our own television channel, but for now, that
would potentially limit our audience, make
us too niche, and get us lost in the shuffle.
As for launching an online channel, that just
wouldn't give us the exposure that we can get on
mainstream networks. To sum up, the networks
we work with are our partners, enabling us to
have the best reach possible, and for now we
wouldn't have it any other way."
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